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SUPERDEFORMED NUCLEI

SHELLS-VS.-LIQUID DROP, PAIRING-VS--THERMAL EXCITATIONS
TRIAXIAL-VS--OCTUPOLE SHAPES, SUPER-SUPERDEFORMATION

J. Dudek

Centre de Recherches Nucleaires, F-67057 Strasbourg, FRANCE

and

Joint Institute for Heavy Ion Research, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Abstract

Mechanisms influencing the behavior of superdeformed nuclei are
studied using several well established nuclear structure techniques.
In particular: pairing, thermal excitation, shell and liquid-drop
mechanisms are considered. The effects of quadrupole and hexadecapole
(both axial and non-axial), and octupole deformation degrees of
freedom are studied. Most of the results are i l lustrated using the
case of i52Dy nucleus in which a superdeformed band extending up to
I~60fl has been found i4- experiment. Some comparisons between 152Dy
and the nuclei in the neighborhood are given.

Calculations show that pairing "de-aligns" typically 6 to 8 units
of angular momentum as compared to the corresponding rigid rotation.
This takes place for spins extending up to the highest limit and thus
diminishes the effective moments of inertia. Predicted octupole
shape succeptibility is extremely large, significantly stronger than
the succeptabilities known in the ground-states of many Actinide
nuclei. Consequences of this result for the near-constancy of the
dynamical moments of inertia are pointed out.

Nuclear level densities calculated in function of spin, excita-
tion energy and deformation explain the "unusual" side feeding pattern
of the 152Dy superdeformed states.

Predictions of super-superdeformed nuclear states (axis ratio
varying between 2:1 and 3:1 or more) are given and exemplified for
Erbium nuclei.

Finally the problem of superdeformation s tabi l i ty and the
influence of increased collective inertia on a barrier penetration are
examined. An analytical expression for the effective inertia para-
meter is obtained and i t s derivation outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the jaryon of a high-spin nuclear physicist a nucleus is

called "superdeformed" if i ts nucleonic spatial mass distribution

deviates "very much" from spherical shape. Theory predicts a presence

of both strongly flattened (oblate) and strongly elongated (prolate)

shape configurations in various areas of Nuclear Periodic Table and at

various deformations. The flattening or elongation obtained in

realist ic calculations may vary significantly not only in function of

spin, but also the particle number. Yet, t radi t ionally, most of us

would think of a superdeformed nucleus as a prolate-shape object with

the length-to-width (axis ratio) very close to 2 :1 . The lat ter pic-

ture evolved from studies of the so-called fission isomers in

Actinide nuclei. Fission isomers whose quadrupole moments have been

measured correspond mostly to the strong N = (142 to 146) deformed

shell structure calculated to appear at quadrupole deformations 02~

0.65. This indeed corresponds well with the 2:1 axis ratio geometry

which, moreover is supported in qualitative terms by the characteristic

shell pattern of the harmonic oscillator spectrum1).

Recently2»3) i t has been shown that -the real is t ic nuclear

Woods-Saxon potential obeys approximately the so-called pseu-

doo-scillator (also called pseudo-SU(3)) symmetry, together with a

weaker, pseudo-spin symmetry. Similar properties were shown1*) to hold

for the Nilsson type Hamiitonian as well, and thus one should expect

both symmetries to be satisfied by any real is t ic nuclear average

field. Pseudo-SU(3) and pseudo-spin symmetries result in considerable

regularities in the single-particle spectra. One of the most impor-

tant of them consists in an occurance of chains of superdeformed shell

closures. For instance, near the N=86 closure observed recentlyS) in

experiment we calculate a characteristic sequence of strong shell clo-

sures at N=80, 82, 84, 86 and 88, 1=0, with the quadrupole deformation

increasing when particle number increases. Nuclear rotation does not

modify this result very much except for removing Cramers's (double)

degeneracy of each single particle level. Removal of this degeneracy,

in turn, introduces odd particle-numbers into the superdeformed clo-



sure chains. (More details concerning pseudo-SU(3) symmetry related

to nuclear superdefonnation can be found in ref. 3').

Table below illustrates the discussed chain structure effect on

the example of four selected Dysprosium isotopes at two characteristic

spin values. These results were obtained using Strutinsky method,

ref.6', applied to nuclear rotation, see below and ref.3).

Table of Superdeformations

SPIN 148DyB2
 160DyM

 168Dy86
 164Dyee

1=50 ft (0.53,2°) (0.59,0°) (0.61,0°) (0.68.9°)

1=70 ft (0.53,2°) (0.59,0°) (0.62,2°) (0.68.9°)

It thus becomes clear that the actual degree of elongation or

triaxiality in superdeformed nuclear states may vary significantly

from nucleus to nucleus and that distinguishing between what we may

call "normal-" and "super-" deformed states may not be as clear-cut as

in the case of the axis-ratio 2:1 nuclei.

2. SOME (ENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this article we will be primarily interested in the nuclear

behaviour at high-spin and extreme elongations. To make both a com-

parison with experiment and some predictions possible we employ

several well established theoretical methods tested in the past on

various calculations devoted to "normal" nuclear states. It is now of

particular importance to relate shapes and the corresponding total

nuclear energy. Out of two approaches applied frequently in this con-

text, namely the Hartree-Fock and the Strutinsky methods, we employ the

latter which provides good quality "realistic" results on the expense

of relatively small computer effort. (A relation between the two app-



roaches has been examined in ref.7'; a relation between Strutinsky
and the Fermi-Liquid type approach has been studied in ref.8). Both
Strutinsky and Hartree-Fock approximations are also discussed in these
proceedings9*10).

Following Strutinsky, one expresses the total energy formula as a
sum of the so called macroscopic and microscopic contributions

Both terms in (1) are apriori functions of proton and neutron numbers,
(Z,N), spin I, and deformation variable g which in general, represents
several shape degrees of freedom. In high-energy excitation regime an
additional dependence on nuclear temperature, T, may come into play.
Since B represents typically g2, g3 and p^ (i.e. quadrupole, octupole
and hexadecapole deformations) or e 2, Y $H (Y-triaxiality),
expression (1) is in most of the interesting cases a fuction of seven
to eight variables. Multidimensional calculations corresponding to
such a space have been performed11) recently and below several preli-
minary results will be used for illustration. We will exemplify in
particular the properties of 1 5 2Dy 8 6 nucleus in which the experimen-
tal manifestations of the superdeformed states have already been
found5.i2).

3. ORIGIN OF NUCLEAR SUPERDEFORMATION.

It will be convenient to discuss some global features of strong
elongations in nuclei using eq. (1). As it is well known, the
macroscopic energy, Emacro, contributes bulk of the total energy E,
while Emicro does not 9 r o w beyond, typically, ± 10 MeV fluctuations.
(Many details of the calculation method pertinent to our realisation
of various theoretical approaches can be found in ref.3)). One of the
typical realisations of the macroscopic term is provided by nuclear
liquid drop model13) or its more sophisticated extensions e.g. those
including the effects of finite diffuseness nuclear surface11*). In
any of those, it is the positive balance between the attractive
nuclear interactions, and the repulsive Coulomb forces which makes



E,nacr0 to increase when elongation increases. This growth continues

up to a (saddle) point where the classical forces associated with both

interact ions cancel each other. Further increase in elongation makes

the Coulomb repulsion to win over the surface tension and the to ta l

energy decreases thus giving rise to the nuclear fission barrier. At

spin 1=0, the A~150 nuclei exhibit harries, Bf, typically of -40 MeV

and i t becomes clear that possible superdeformed minima either l ie

very high above the ground state minimum or posses only small barries

separating the two.

At high spins, however, a fast growth in moment of inertia when

elongation increases clearly favors strongly-elongated nuclear shapes

via the spin-dependent contribution:

I2

. (2)

Calculations within the nuclear liquid drop model show that before
strongly elongated configurations become the lowest in energy, a
centrifugal stretching mechanism forces the nucleus into a sequence of
oblate shapes whose deformations monotonically increase with spin.
(An extensive discussion of problems related to nuclear stability
against rotation in terms of the classical-physics methods can be

found in ref. 1 5), and in more recent analysis16)-
Here we should like to illustrate the loss of stability against

fission in iszoy nucleus as predicted by the realistic classical
approach^). According to this result, cf. fig.l, an oblate-to-
triaxial shape transition takes place at 1=78 + 80 + 82 where the sta-
bility against fission is lost.

A similar loss of stability which follows the transition from
spherical-via-oblate and triaxial to strongly elongated equilibrium
configurations and eventually leads to fission is expected to apply
also in the world of macroscopic astrophysical objects. There, it is
referred to as Jacobi transition or Jacobi instability.

Let us note that according to classical (macroscopic) descrip-
tion, the i52Qy nucleus should possess only two superdeformed yrast



JACOBI INSTABILITY

Fig. 1. Macroscopic energy surfaces in the usual (B,Y) plane of
quadrupole degrees of freedom. The AY = 60° sectors are exp l ic i te ly
marked. Full point are AB - 0.1 distant; Y = 60° corresponds a non-
collective rotation of an oblate-shape nucleus about the 0x-axis (From
J . Dudek and T. Werner, unpublished).
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Fig. 2. Total energy surfaces calculated using Strutinsky method.
Note the shape coexistence between spherical, oblate non-collective
"normal" and col lect ive superdeformed minima. (From J. Dudek and W.
Nazarevricz, unpublished).



states, viz. those at 1=30 and 1=32, cf. fig. 1. It is thus only the
quantal (microscopic) contribution in (1) which allows for a signifi-
cant stabilisation of the superdeformed minima down to much lower spin
values. The microscopic effects stabilise also other equilibrium con-
figurations like those with spherical, oblate and triaxial shapes, cf.
fig.2. (More details, concerning the exact orbital structure and the
competing (not yrast) configurations can be found in refs.*7»18)).

It thus becomes clear that in iS2n,y nucleus as well as in some of
its neighbors it is a competition between the superdefonned and normal
deformed (oblate, triaxial) minima which determines the feeding, decay
and other properties of the observed superdefonned bands. Such a
scenario is far from unique. For instance the N ~ (72 to 74} nuclei
studied by Berkeley19) and Daresbury groups20) have, according to the
calculations, one dominating minimum of large elongation (p2 ~ 0.4,
significantly smaller than g2 ~ »61 of

 152Dy) which already at modera-
tely high spin becomes yrast. A comparison between superdeformation
in N ~ 72 and N ~ 86 nuclei can be found e.q. in ref.3), figs. 13 and
10/11, and this point of discussion will not be repeated here.

Results in figs. 1 and 2 together with those of other
authors21~2lf) can be generalized as follows.

A. Nuclear rotation favors strongly elongated shapes via I/2J depen-
dence on the moment of inertia, J=J(elongation), according to
the classical-physics picture. This dependence causes lowering
of the fisson barriers when spin increases. At spins suf-
ficiently high, I ~ ICrit*

 tne potential barriers vanish and sta-
bility against fission disappears, the effect having
astrophysical analog known as Jacobi instability. If nuclear
objects behaved as classical ones, they would exhibit typically
2 to 3 superdeformed yrast states only, at I ~ Icrit» cf* ^ 9 * *•

B. The intrinsic nuclear structure manifested by numerous nucleon-
nucleon correlations modifies the liquid-drop type energy vs.
deformation landscapes dramatically. It causes several energy
minima to appear, builds up potential barriers etc., thus pro-
ducing a characteristic shape-coexistence picture.



C. In Strutinsky type description the quantum (shell) effects result
in a few MeV fluctuations on top of some dozens of MeV classical
(liquid drop) Dulk which depends in a smooth way on all relevant
variables. Therefore, optimal conditions for building up well
defined superdeformed minima correspond in many nuclei to very
high spins, close to the Jacobi instability limit. There, exci-
tation energies of the superdeformed minima are neccessarily com-
parable with the yrast or are just yrast.

D. Most importantly, in many nuclei the very strong shell effects
persisting over long spin ranges, cf. e.g. Table 1, fig.2, ref. 3),
stabilise the superdeformed configurations also at lower spins.
(Some aspects of this stabilization are discussed in more detail
in sects. 5.2-3).

Apparently solving the problem of an optimal population of the
superdeformed states is a prerequisite of any detailed study of their
properties. The following two sections are devoted to a semi quan-
titative analysis of this problem.

4. THERMAL EXCITATIONS AND SHAPE CHANGES

Since the only available methods of producing very high-spin (I ~
60 to 80 n) nuclear states utilize heavy ion reactions, it becomes
clear that the de-excitation process which follows must often involve
"hot" or very hot nuclei. It is a common belief at present that
merging a mass-Ay target nucleus with a mass-Ap projectile ending up
with A ~ Ap+A-r nucleus goes via thermally equilibrated compound
system in most of the cases of interest. Several properties of those
states and related nuclear behavior can be described using methods of
statistical physics. Moreover, such a description is often quite suc-
cessful despite the fact that the number of nucleons involved is
neglegibly small according to statistical physics standards.

In this section we follow a traditionally accepted, although
slightly misleading, a representation of shape evolution effects due



to the thermal excitation. We use the free-eneryy surfaces repre-

senting the thermodynamical potential of the equilibrated system in

function of the same coordinates as the ones in fig. 1 (the so-called

g-f plane). Free energy is defined as usual by

F(B,T)=E(0,T)-TS(B,T) (3)

where S denotes the entropy. To calculate the corresponding quantity
for a rotating nucleus one can expand the Strutinsky approach like in
ref.2*) using also the usual cranking hypothesis. The outline of
this rather standard procedure is as follows. One calculates single-
particle levels in the rotating average f ield potential (in our case
the deformed Woods-Saxon potential with the "universal" parameters of
ref . 2 6 ) . I f the corresponding Hamiltonian is H we f i rs t need to
solve the eigenvalue problem

= « > H" '= "ws-3x (4)

where j x , the x-axis projection operator of the single particle angu-

lar momentum, represents the usual cranking assumption of a one-

dimensional rotation about the Ox-axis. The total Routhian, R, (the

energy of the system in the rotating coordinate frame) can be

expressed, cf. ref. 2 5), as

In the last expression, U^icro denotes the thermal excitation energy

-.B-.O) (6)

which assumes, by definition, the value of 0 at T=0 and then increases
with temperature while the thermal occupation probabilities,
n U;e:.T), vary
v

n («;B;T) = . (7)

1 + exp{[e^(B)-x]/T}



Above, A is the Fermi energy corresponding to a definite number of

particles, protons or neutrons, and T is the temperature at the ther-

mal equilibrium.

One can argue, that the temperature dependence in the macroscopic

term, eq.(5), can be neglected in the excitation range considered here

(T < 3 MeV). The Strutinsky-type treatment of the temperature depen-

dence leads to T=0 argument in R mi c r o *s well
2 5), and the "ly ''•on-

trivial temperature dependence left is that in U mi c r o. One can argue

further (e.g. appendix C in ref.3)) that for the Woods-Saxon type

average field potentials

EmacroU=0;e;T=0) +

f ° (8)

what simplifies the effective calculations in expression (5).

In order to find the stationary points of the free-energy for
the rotating system, eq.(3) has to be redefined appropriately leading
to the so-called free-routhian:

FU;e;T) = RU;B;T) - TS( U ;B;T) , (9)

where the entropy S satisfies the usual thermodynamical definition

S(«;B;T) = - Invln(nv)- J(l-nv)log(l-nv); nv= nv(«;B;T). (10)

Knowing the spin which corresponds to a given set of

I(u;B;T) = I nvU;B;T) jx;vv(aj;6;T) (11)

we can finally transform the u representation (a natural represen-

tation of the cranking model) to the spin representation, more suited

for comparisons with experiment.

FU;e;T) • F(I;B;T) (12)

The thermally equilibrated nuclear system has its total energy
defined by the reaction kinematics and the emission of secondary par-



t i d e s . If we consider an equilibrated nucleus with the total excita-
tion energy E* at spin I, and deformation g, the share of E* between
deformation, thermal excitation and e.g. the kinetic energy of
possible collective oscillation wil l in general vary with deformation.
This indicates that the temperature may vary considerably while the
nucleus explores i ts available deformation space. Despite this
obvious limitation a representation in terms of the free-energy sur-
faces £t constant temperature has often been used in the past to
display a possible variation in , or disappearence of the charac-
ter is t ic points: stationary (stable or unstable equilibrium) and the
saddle points. For these characteristic points lying close in energy,
this representation offers most l ikely a reasonable way of
i l lustrating the leading shape-effects and their evolution with tem-
perature.

Examples of a free-energy representation, cf. eqs. (9,12) and
preceding explanations, are given in f igs. 3 and 4 for i52Dy nucleus
at 1=60 and 80. The latter value has been selected to explore in more
detail the possible nuclear excitation and feeding patterns at spins
close to the Jacobi instabi l i ty.

From f i g . 3 i t becomes clear that an increase in nuclear tem-
perature up to T ~ (700 to 800) keV washes out the potential barrier
which separates the superdeformed and the normal deformed minimum.
For s t i l l higher temperatures the oblate deformed minimum with Y=60°

remains yrast (non-collective rotation with spin parallel to the sym-
metry axis) and "the place on the (g^y) plane where the superdeformed
minimum was", i .e. E(B2 ~ 0.61,y ~ 0°) remains typically 2~3 MeV above
yrast. Such a behavior is well understood and has been often pointed
out before. Increasing the temperature tends to introduce a smooth
distribution of the occupation probabilities over the single-particle
Routhian spectrum thus smearing out the possible shell-effects. As a
result, the macroscopic term in eqs. (1,5) dominates while all the
'microscopic' contributions in the final formula for the Routhian can
be shown to cancel out asymptotically for T large.



Free Energy - Temperature Effect

fi,
-0.1
-0.2

Fig. 3. Free^anergy surfaces for increasing temperatures at 1=60.
(From J. Dudek and T. Werner, to be published).

Free Energy - Temperature Effect

Fig. 4. Similar to that in Fig.3 but at I = 80, close to the Jacobi
transition point, cf. fig. l. Note that in this spin limit defor-
mation clearly increases with increasing temperature.



It is interesting to notice that at spins close to the Jacobi

instability limit, increasing nuclear temperature increases the

deformation of the yrast states, c.f. fig. 4. This result remains in

full agreement with the discussion above. It is however, a very

narrow spin-window (in the considered example I ~ (80 to 84) fi) in

which this effect takes place. One should emphasise that the relati-

vely low fission barriers corresponding to this regime (say, 3 to 4

MeV at T - 1000 KeV) may still be sufficient to prevent direct fission

(t ~ 10"9sec, typically) competing with the giant-dipole -^-emission

(t ~ 10"16sec). One may expect that a significant fraction of events

which ended up with the giant-dipole type oscillations even at the

excitation energy ~25 MeV above yrast, are likely*) to decay via

dipole radiation rather than fission.

5. THERMAL EXCITATIONS AND TRAPPING IN THE SUPEROEFORMED

CONFIGURATIONS

We are going to illustrate, in a semi quantitative way, the

problem of finding the optimal conditions for observing radiation

which comes from the superdeformed nuclei."

It is intuitively clear that the chances for trapping the nucleus

in a superdeformed configuration become better if:

A. Probabilities of popi'lating a superdeformed state as compared to

the population of any other configuration are not neglegible, and:

8. Probabilities of escaping from an already populated superdeformed

configuration are small.

The first quantity above, depends primarily on the level den-

sities in function of both the excitation energy and the nuclear

shape. The second one can be described in terms of the penetrabili-

*) This can be seen from the following estimate. At T=l MeV,
U(T) ~ aT2 ~ 15 MeV; assuming EY (gdr) = (8 to 10) MeV results in -25
MeV total excitation. Since the fission barriers remain comparable to
those of fission isomers in the Actinides, the t ~ 10"9sec is not an
unreasonable estimate.



t ies through the corresponding potential bar r iers . In the following

we discuss uie two aspects separately.

5.1 POPULATION OF SUPhRDEFORMED STATES

Let us assume that the nucleus of interest has been populated at

spin I.j and exci tat ion energy E ĵ. Transition probabi l i ty from an i n i -

t i a l state " i " to a f ina l state "f" involving electromagnetic

radiation of mul t ipo lar i ty x can be expressed by

T i + f (X) ~ ET2*+1 p fU f . I f J /pUJ i . lO (13)

The uper l i m i t values of U at deformation "def" are given by

u de f , i s E t - E d e f , i = u f = E? ' EY - Edef;f I (1 4)

where the deformation energy can be obtained from eqs.(5,11-12) af ter

insert ing temperature T=0. The above re la t ion ignores possible

contributions from kinet ic energy associated with the osc i l la to ry

motion of nuclear surface, isovector osci l la t ions etc. For the e s t i -

mates in th is section i t w i l l be suf f ic ient to use the Fermi gas f o r -

mula (cf . e .g . r e f . 1 ' ) .

(is)

which, after substituting the calculated U values, gives the results

presented in f i g . 5 . (Here we set ir2g0 /6 = a = A/8). Since the defor-

mation energy contributes often a signif icant factor (fission barriers

can reach several dozens of MeV) i t is obvious that the maximum Uf

values wi l l be often correlated with the deformation energy minima.

Indeed, at spin I=80fi i t is the superdeformed (yrast) miminum whose

corresponding level densities dominate by a factor o f 10 to 15 over

those of t r i ax ia l shapes. By comparing the I=80fi diagram with those

at I=66n and I=50R one immediately concludes what follows.

A. The chances of populating the superdeformed minima in 152Dy

nucleus are larger or comparable to those of the competing

t r iax ia l minima only at I>68fi.



B. When de-excitation progresses (spin decreases) the probability of

populating the t r i a x i a l , moderate deformed or oblate shape minima

increases dramatically. At I=50fi i t dominates with the density rat io

Psupdef/pmoderate ~ lO"4 .

COMPARISON of LEVEL DENSITIES
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Fig, 5. Level densities calculated according to formula (15), at
spins and excitation energies displayed. Note the increasing chance
of populating the superdeformed minima when spin increases. The hor i -
zontal axis corresponds to horizontal axis in figures 3 and 4. Both p
and y are non-linear functions of so defined elongation;
(p(elongation), y(elongation)) correspond to the steepest descent
lines on the respective total energy surfaces (cf. r e f 2 7 ' , fig.1.2, for
comparison).

As a consequence we find out that populating of a superdeformed

minimum at I~50fi should be neglegibly small, as compared to that of the

other shapes. Thus the highly probable way of feeding the super-

deformed states in this spin range is that via electromagnetic t ran-

sit ions from other superdeformed states. The la t te r observation is

equivalent to the following experimentally confirmed property of
152Dy: Side-feeding of the yrast-superdeformed states at I<55f1 should

be small and thus the feeding approximately constant.



5.2 BARRIERS: DYNAMICAL EFFECTS IN THE BARRIER PENETRATION

If the energy of a superdeformed nucleus becomes lower than the

potential barriers surrounding the corresponding equilibrium point ,

the escape probability decreases exponentially with decreasing energy.

For a nuclear system composed of many particles there are several

structural factors which are of extreme importance when calculating

such a probability. In the following we discuss:

A. Intensity of the pairing correlations represented by the pairing

gap A ;

B. The number of structure rearrangements (level crossings) on the

way "through" the barrier;

C. The single-particle level density,

and the influence of the above factors on penetrabilities through the

barriers. For simplicity we limit ourselves to the leading order

estimates which will be based on the one-dimensional version of the

more general collective Hamiltonian.

The starting point is the Schrodinger equation for collective

motion which in one-dimensional case reads

. (16)

Here B denotes a collective coordinate, e.g. elongation, quadrupole
deformation etc., and B(B) is the associated inertia. If the momenta
before and after the barrier penetrations are asymptotically kx and
k2, respectively, then the penetrability expression is

Bout
P(k2,k2;E) = (k2/k1)2 exp{_2. / /2B(B)[V(B)-EJ dB} (17)

according to the quasiclassical WKB approach. For a given trajectory

in between Bin and Bout we can always define an equivalent constant



mass parameter which satisfies

Bout Pout
,

J /2B(B)[V(6)-E] dB = J /2B[V(B)-E] dB (18)
Binand thus gives the same penetrability as that in eq. (17).

To gain some insight into possible nuclear structure effects on B
one may employ the well known, although simplified, perturbation
theory result28^

in which H is the deformed average f ie ld Hatniltonian and

E, = /(ev-x)2 • ih vj = fc(lv=== ); Uv
2
 + V* = i; (20)

according to standard definitions and notation adopted in PCS theory.
Pairing correlations are represented here by the pairing gap A and x
is the coresponding Fermi level. In the following we are interested
only in a crude order-of-magnitude estimate for B. Since
asymptotically

(U V + U V ) 2
 A2

(Ev

it becomes clear that only a few "p~v" levels close to the Fermi
energy x may contribute significantly to eq. (18). These are first
of all the levels which "cross" in function of s at the Fermi energy
of the (proton or neutron) system considered.

When the level crossings occur at the Fermi energy \, the diago-
nal and non-diagonal matrix elements contribute to the integration in
eq. (17) differently. For y = v we have



<p |dH/de |u> + dep/dg ~ 0 at B ~ Bcross-

The p * v orbitals repel each other over the crossing area, B~B c r o s s.

where they can be considered "similar" and the corresponding matrix

elements are relatively large there. In other words: one may expect

that the £ y v summation contributes to the leading order only via An

number of paires of (uiv)-type orbitals which cross. In such an

approximation each pair contributes "once at a time" when B increases

and instead of effectively summing up one may introduce an auxiliary

function

j
<

<vi | dH/dB | vi> for B ~ Bcross; f o r v m crossing,

<V2 I dH/dg I V2> for B ~ Bcross» f o r ^2^2 crossing, (23)

etc.

Such a "f ict i t ious matrix element" satisfies

Bout Bout
I J < P|dH/dB|v>dB - / f(e)dB ~ An (24)

Bin
where An is the number of pairs of crossing levels. On the other hand

we may express the above quantity in terms of a B-independent average,

f:

Bout _
/ f(B) dB = AB f (25)

Sin

which satifies
T ~ Un/AB), (26)

and which, with the appropriately chosen proportionality constant may
represent an order of magnitude estimate for the <y|dH/dB|v> type
expressions involved in integrating from Bin t 0 Bout* Using the fact
that the pairing factor does not depend strongly on B while
<v |dH/dB|v> does not depend strongly on the single particle energy,
and noticing that to the leading order



A*

one shows that "B in eq. (18) should satisfy the following propor-

tionality relation

gU) U " ) 2 (28)

valid for An suf f ic ient ly large. The above expression coincides with

that of Bertch29) in i t s (an/AP) dependence. For the systems composed

of neutrons and protons we get

1 x Un)z
2 (M)N

B [a, g(x 7
; + oN g(xN) ] (29)

(A*)* Aj Afi
where az and <*Z are proportionality constants. (A significantly
simplified version of this formula has been applied in refs. 30,3i)).

Consequently, penetrability of the barrier is shown to depend
exponentially on the average number of level crossings (per unit
distortion) and to be extremely sensitive to the pairing correlations
in the nucleus. The most straightforward consequences of the above
relation for the "superdeformation escape" are as follows:

a. Escape probability decreases exponentially with the number of con-
figuration changes (level crossings) when penetrating the barrier.

b. For strongly "superfluid" nuclei (AZ and Am large) the escape pro-
bability should be relatively large, cf. eqs. (17,18).

The latter property can be used to interpret the sudden loss of popu-
lation of the superdeformed states for I ~ Z4H and lower, as discussed
in refs. 3 0* 3 1). Here we only stress a few features of more general
nature also concerned with stability against fission,
a. If two significantly different shape configurations can be

described in terms of total energy surfaces and their decay - via



the barrier penetration, then the unpaired (better: low pairing)

configurations should be signif icant ly more stable as compared to

the strongly paired ones.

b. The consequences of asymptotic average behaviour, eq.(29) , for

fission at high-spin may turn out dramatic. This is because in

contrast to %sua l s Actinide nuclei (low spins) the superdeformed

nuclei are populated at very high-spin where the pairing correla-

tions are expected to be weak or very weak.

5.3 BARRIER HEIGHTS AND TEMPERATURE.

The information already contained in the total energy calculation

discussed above can be represented also in a form of the phase

diagrams. The phase curves separate the areas on the ( I , T ) plane: for
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Fig. 6. Phase diagram on the ( T , I ) plane. Points below the curves
correspond to the spin-temperature combinations for which the barrier
separating superdeformed and the normal minimum i s , by def in i t ion, 300
keV or more.
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6. OCTUPOLE COMPONENTS IN THE SUPERDEI-ORHED SHAPES

CalcuUt ions involv ing t r i a x i a l shapes, f " i9-2, indicate that at

least in i52Qy nucleus the superdeformed minima correspond to prac-

t i c a l l y axial ly-symmetric shapes. Our ca lcu la t ions extended to

include the octupole degrees of freedom, f i g . 7 , show that the e f f ec t

o f th is type may be tremendous. This is not so much because of the

OCTUPOLE EFFECT & SUPERDEFORMATION

0.2 0.4 C.6 OB 1.0

F ig . 7. Total eneryy surfaces in the (82.83) plane. (From r e f . 1 1 ) .

well developed octupole energy-minima but because of the well deve-

loped val leys which extend up to 33 ~ 0.12. Existence of such val leys

implies a large amplitude o s c i l l a t o r y motion and thus also large <83
2 >

values. (The l a t t e r quanti ty has well known inf luence on t r a n s i t i o n

p r o b a b i l i t i e s ) . Here we stress rather the aspects related to the

dynamical moment of i ne r t i a measured in re f . $':



o(2) = r— = - (30)

It is well known32) that the octupole deformation causes parity
mixing among the single-particle Routhians which in turn usually
strengthens the orbital interactions. Such an effect smoothes out,
often considerably, the individual alignment effects and results in
nearly constant moment of inertia values (cf. second equality in eq.
(30)). More detailed analysis of this problem can be found in ref.32'.

7. PAIRING EFFECTS IN THE ULTRA-HIGH SPIN LIMIT

At the highest spins one expects to observe an evidence for
small, if any, presence of pairing correlations in nuclei. Here we
should like to present the results obtained with the help of the
pairing selfconsistent, the so-called Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov cranking
method with particle number projection, 'see e.g. refs. 33,3«0. At
each spin the total energies have been calculated taking into account
the pairing correlations and minimisation over deformation has been
preformed (cf. also Appendix Section of ref.3)). The superdeformed
minima turn out to be very stable with only slight hexadecapole shape
evolution taking place over the whole range of spins (I from 20 to
70). In contrast to the superdeformed minima, the triaxial ones
evolve with spin considerably as shown in fig.8.

Let us emphasize here that the I-vs.-u curves compare very well
with experimental data only after applying the particle number projec-
tion, which is known to provide a better approximation to the energy,
as compared to the simple HFBC approach. The latter gives A=0 solu-
tion for most of rotational frequencies which are of interest here,
and thus corresponds essentially to the rigid rotation. The dif-
ference between the two solutions (cf. fig.8) amounts typically to
(6 to 8)fi. This difference can be interpreted as a manifestation of
some residual pairing interaction whose influence on the rotation in
the superdeformed states is nearly constant (note that the two types
of lines proceed nearly parallel).
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8. SUPER-SUPEROEFORMATION.

One of the results of the extended total energy calculations is

the prediction of what we cal l super-superdeformed configurations

characterist ic of extreme elongations, exceeding s igni f icant ly those

in I52ny. xhe corresponding axis ra t io , varying with the par t ic le

number, spreads over (1:2.5 to 1:3.5) range.

In the Rare Earth nuclei th is effect is predicted to become

strongest around Z ~ (68 to 70) and N ~ (96 to 100). A quanti tat ive

i l l us t ra t i on for Erbium nuclei is given in f i g . 9.
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One should emphasise that the population of these states may be

weaker as compared to that in 152Dy. On the other hand with such an

extreme elongation, the giant dipole radiation is expected to be

shifted down in energy (Eg d r ~ 6 MeV at the maximum). Moreover, with

a signif icant lowering of the Coulomb barrier at the " t ips" of a

super-superelongated nucleus, the charged part ic le emission should

open-up and may compete with the neutron emission. Both mechanisms

should provide means for enhancing observability of these weak chan-

nels in experiment.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Results of the extended calculations dealing with superdeformed
nuclear configurations in Rare Earth nuclei have been briefly reviewed
using (mainly) the I52oy nucleus as an example. The effects of shell



s t ruc tu re , pair ing and thermal exc i ta t ions as wel 1 as ooth t r i a x i a l

and octupole shape degrees of freedom have been t rea ted .

Pair ing ef fects are claimed to contr ibute small but noticeable

amount along the superdeformed band; t h i s cont r ibut ion remains prac-

t i c a l l y constant w i th spin in *52Dy nucleus.

Thermal exc i ta t i on af fects the bar r ie rs between the super - and

the normal deformed states in that f o r T ~ (800 to 1000) keV those

po ten t ia l barr iers t o t a l l y disappear. However, the level densi t ies

ca lcu la ted at various exc i ta t ion energies in funct ion of nuclear shape

c l e a r l y suggest tha t the p robab i l i t i e s of populating superdeformed

states and those of t rapping the nucleus i n superdeformed states are

of ten very d i f f e ren t since they o r ig ina te from d i f f e r e n t physical

mechanisms. The ro le and p e c u l i a r i t i e s due to Jacobi i n s t a b i l i t y

e f f ec t s are reminded in t h i s context .

The octupole shape succept ib i1 i ty i n superdeformed i52Dy con-

f i g u r a t i o n i s claimed very strong and responsible to f a r extent fo r

near ly constant dynamical moment of i n e r t i a vs. spin dependence.
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